Eagle Craft Instructions

Supplies you will need:

- Template
- 1 toilet paper roll
- Crayons
- White paper
- Googly eyes (crayons can be substituted)
- Scissors
- Glue

Instructions:

1. Print template on white paper
2. Color the larger rectangle brown, leave the smaller rectangle white and cut the whole rectangle out.
3. Color the small triangle yellow and cut it out.
4. Trace your hands on a separate piece of paper, then cut them out.
5. Wrap the large rectangle piece around the toilet paper roll, brown on the bottom, white on top, and glue it.
6. Glue googly eyes to the white part of the toilet paper roll, then glue the yellow triangle underneath.
7. Glue the hands to the back of the toilet paper roll – fingers facing out.

Now you have an eagle!